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ON EXCEPTIONAL VATUES OF FUNCTIONS
MEROMORPHIC OUTSIDE A LINEAR SET

SAKARI TOPPILA

1. Introduction

1. Let E be a closed set in the complex plane and / a function mermorphic

outside .E omitting a set F:F("f). We shall consider the following problem: If E
is thin, under what conditions is F thin, too?

If the number of the points of E card (E) is finite and the set of the essential

singularities of / sing("f) is non-empty, Picard's theorem says that card(F)<2.
If the linear measure of E l(E) is zero and/non-constant, then the Hausdorff dimen-

sion of r' dim (f') is at most one. If the logarithmic capacity of E cap (E) is zero

and f non-constant, then cap (F):0, and Matsumoto [3] has proved that this

result is sharp in the sense that given a closed set -B with cap(B):0, there exist

a set.Ewith cap(E):0 and a function/with sine(f)--E such that B:F(f).
However, the thickness of the set E does not always guarantee the existence

of a function / such that F is thick, too. Lehto [2] has proved that E may be chosen

suchthat card(E):- ärd card(F)<2 forany/with sing(f)lg. Carleson ill
proved that there exists a set E with cap (E)=0 such that if sing (f)*0, then
card (F)<3. Matsumoto [4] constructed a perfect set.E such that card (F)=2 fot
any f with sing (f)*9. There exists a set -E with cap (E)=0 (Matsumoto [5],
Toppila [6]) such that if sing (/):6, then card(F)<2. A set E with dim (E)>0
is constructed in [8] such that if sing (f):8, then card (F)=4, and in the same

paper it is proved that there exists a set E with dim (E)>0 such that cap (F):Q
for anylwith sing (f)*9.

In this paper, we shall consider sets -E with dim (E)=1. We shall prove that
if .E is a linear set with dim (E)=1 and/ non-constant, then dim (F)<dim (E).

In [7] another geometrical condition is given under which dim (.F)--dim (E). For
example usual Cantor sets satisfy the condition given in [7], but all linear sets do

not satisfy it.
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2. Linear sets

2. We prove the following theorem.

Theorem. Let E be a closed linear set with dim(E)<l. If f is non-constant

and meromorphic outside E and omits F, then dim (,F,)=dim (E).

3. Proof. It does not mean any essential restriction to assume llal *QF, E
is contained in the segment [0, 1] on the real axis, and that f is non-rational. In
order to prove the theorem it is sufficient to prove that for any )., dim(E)<)'=|,
and any Ä, 0<lR<e, w€ have dim (B)=^, where B is that part of .F' which lies

on lwl<R. Let these l and Ä be chosen. We choose s such that dim (E)<a<)'.
We denote U(a,r):{z: lz-al=r}. Let n be a positive integer. We choose

a covering

U(x", ru) ) E

such that every xy lies on the segment [0, l] and

(1) ä,r=L#
If U(x", r")nU(xy,ro)10, then both of these discs are contained in a disc [/
with radius r,*4 satisfying (r,f4)n=rf*r!. Therefore we may assume that the

discs (/(x,, r,) have no common points.
Let v be fixed. We choose ä,>0 such that the discs [/(x,-r,, ä,) and

U(x,-1r,,ö,) do not contain any point of ,8. We divide the circle C,: lz-xnl-rn
in the following manner. Let kbe so large that nrn<2kä,. We set

l": {z: xu+rueie: nf2s+t = q = nl2)

for s:1,2,...,k-L, and ye- {z€Cn:0<arg (z-x")<nl2&}. the length of 7" /(y)
is less than 4rnf2'and

å (rtr"»' = ( rn)d 2,0p")' = iå*
The arcs {z(C": prl2=arg(z-x")<(p*l)rl2}, p:1,2,3, are divided in a similar
manner, and we see that the boundary of the complement of

I u1r,,.,y

consists of arcs tu, ,t:ir2, ,,.re, a:rr'ah tnu,

(2) 'i (,t,,s)" = -+r* § ri = tln,
y:1 L-\tlz) v:L

and if (€tn, then U((,1(t,)12) does not contain any point of E

N"
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We denote a(t", a):s1in {lf@)-al: z(t,1. Applying repeatedly Schottky's
theorem in the discs U((,1(t")12) (CQ"), we get the following lemma.

Lemma. There exists an absolute constant K=4 such that if a(tn, a)< q (S=0)

for some q(8, then a(t,,b)>Kp for any bcB-U(a,2Kq)"
4. For any a(B we set

f"(z):(2ni)-L [, '(r 4\-' \-"'/ 
rcl:r(f (o-o)((- ')'

The function f is regular in lzl=4 and therefore f"(z)ltl(fQ)-a). We set

6:{z:3<.lzl<.4}. Because f,(z) and tl(f@-a) are continuous functions of a
(a€B) for any fixed z(G and -Bis compact, there exists B>0 such that

(3) s,!!lf,@)-rl(fe)-a)l> B

for any a(8. It follows from Cauchy's integral theorem that

tt7

lf ,(r)-U(f (,)- o)l- le*,>-'
PrPd(lP^

Z-,,[ @l = z t (t 
") 

I o (t n' a)

if z€G, a€8, and this implies

(4)

for any a(8.
We may assume that l(tr)>l(tr)=...=l(tr), and that the arcs trand tr*belong

to the largest circle C,. Then l(t):2s-r11tr) for some positive integer ,S and the
condition
(s) l(tr)l2k-L = l(t") > l(tr)l2k : sr

is satisfied for at least 4 different values of v when l=k=-^S. The arcs ,v satisfying
(5) are denoted by ?0,", s:1,2, ..., Ko.

5. Let k be fixed, l=k=§. We denote d.:2ll^, e:l-al)", and p is a posi-
tive integer satisfying 2p+7>K*>2p. If possible, we choose bo,LeB such that
@(!*,",bs,r)<do:dpsj-' happens at least for 2p different values of s, and we set

and
Co,o,l _ U(bo,Lr 2Kdo)

fo,, : {2,r: a(yt,r,bo,J = do}.

If b<B-Ck,e,, and 1lr,"(l-0,r, it follows from the lemma that a(yo,,, b)>Kdo>4do.
Because K.,<.)P-tt, it is not possible to choose bo,z€B*Ck,o.1 such that the con-
dition ar(y1 ,",bo,r)=do is satisfied at least for 2p different values of s. If C1,s,1

exists, we set 7o:1, otherwise we set %:0.

together with (3) that

Pn

Z l(t")lr(tn, o) = p
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Inductively, let us suppose that Ck,^-r., and fn-r,t are determined for
t:1r2, ..., T*-:,. We choose

b*,(B-*a' f) ,o,",,

such that @(T*,",b*,1)<d*:d'-^ii-"'- ;; for 2p-^ values of s, and we set

(6) Cr,^,j: U(b^,j,2Kd-)
and

(7) f -, j:00,", ,(y0,", b-,t) = d^|,

where j: l. If Ck,^,i-, and l.,r-, are determined (i=2), we choose, if possible,

f m-r Tv \ j-l
b^,,eln - *q, E c*,,,,)- 

!!,c0,.,,
such that @(^6,r,b.,t)=d* at least fot 2p-* values of s and Co,^,t and l-,, are

defined bV (6) and (7). It follows from the lemma that if y1,,"(l*,i, then

lm-L T. \ i-l
ro,,( [ U,!,a,,,J u 

9,r^,,.
Therefore our method produces only a finite number of discs Co,^,i,i:1,2,...,7*.

Let us suppose that there exists å(B-Do, where

Do: Ö lj ,o,^,,.

Then o(y1,, ,b)>dn:sf,-" for any, #;: condition

dm-r st-o = oJ(Tr,", b) = d* sf,-'

is satisfied at most for 2*-1 different values of s. This implies that (because

l(yr)=2so)
Kk Kk

å_rl 
(yo) l r(t*,, ", 

b) = 2so ) I I a (yo, 
", 

b)

=.t"(g 2_1 _ & ): -"k \Er dn_L st_e 
, d,,L_" ),

IJIerc Ko<2r+1, and we get

Rk 
, \ 4ds"o(8) 

Zrl(r0,")lr(Tr,",b) =;3.
The radius of the disc Cp,-,, is 2Kd*, and because d^:2, a: l(l-e), we get

(2Kd)^ : (2K)^ (dt --sä-")' : (2K)t 2e -^ str.

The set,l-.,, contains at least 2p-* different arcs )7.," and /(7p,.)=so. Therefore
we get

(zKd)^ = (2K)^ Z (/(y0,"))'.
ty, s€ fm,t



lf nt*p or t*x, then l-.,rni-p,":0, and we see that Dp consists of discs Co,,
with radii Qk,u, 1):1,2,...,I0, satisfying

Lk Kk(9) 
"4n1." 

= (2K)^ 2 (/(y0."))'.

6. Let us suppose now that b(B-UX=rDk. It follows from (8) that

{* l(,") 
- § 3 l(y*,") - 4d §*3,r1t3- *o= "!, .6;» == 4i o4-,'t

4(t § . 4d(l(tr)12)": V:, Z (t(tt)l2k)" = 1,r5ffi2g - fr

if l(tr) is sufficiently small, and we see from (4) that

§§Lk

'- u.r'o: !, !, "o''
for all large values of r. We see from (9) and (2) that

slu§KnP^
Z Z @o)^ = (2K), Z Z l(yo)*: (2K)^ Z (l(t"))" -. (2K)Lln - 0

k:L y:L k:1 s:1 y:1

as n +@. Therefore dim (-B)<rt, and the theorem is proved.
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